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LaRue comes packed with options to fit whatever 
your space and users need.  Shared tables, computer 
tables, dens, power bars and carrels all complemented 
with power options, frosted acrylic dividers, decorative 
metal reveals and more.

The modern day
hideaway.

The functionality you get with LaRue is seamless, and 
the design and durability are unbeatable.

Sit and work in comfort, collaboratively or 
with some privacy.
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FRONT TO BACK 
SOLUTIONS

LaRue is a complete collection featuring shared 

tables, computer tables, dens, power bars 

and carrels; with options for dividing spaces, 

charging up your devices and more.  LaRue has 

an answer for all your needs, from the front door 

to the back door.
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WORK ALONE OR 
WORK TOGETHER

The LaRue den is a modern day carrel, with single 

and double-user options.  Frosted acrylic dividers 

can be added to increase privacy and power 

solutions to keep your devices charged.  To top 

it off, the LaRue den pairs perfectly with a Tahoe 

single seat.
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STOP IN TO 
POWER UP

The LaRue power bar is the perfect touchdown spot for users that are 

on the move.  Work surface height options at 29”, 36” and 42” are 

complemented by a 48” high center divider that can be extended 

in height with a frosted acrylic divider.  Single face and double 

face solutions are highlighted with built-in power options and wire 

management.
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FOCUSED ON 
YOUR NEEDS

Distractions are destructive.  That’s why LaRue computer 

tables have power solutions to keep your personal devices 

charged, built-in wire management options to keep cords 

hidden, and plenty of frosted acrylic divider options for the 

privacy you seek in public spaces.
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UPDATED 
FOR TODAY

LaRue carrels offer a traditional look with the added 

durability of today’s materials.  Featuring high pressure 

laminate on all sides with a protective 3mm PVC band, 

these carrels will suit your needs of today and remain 

adaptable and reliable enough for future generations.



Shared Table

TABLES

DENS

Computer Table, Single Face Computer Table, Double Face

Divider, No Returns Divider, With Returns Aluminum Reveals

Left Side Facing Right Side Facing Centered

Divider, With Returns Divider, Only Returns Aluminum Reveals 15

POWER BARS

Single Face Double Face

29” Top Height 42” Top Height

Divider

Reveals

CARRELS

Single Face Double Face Power

Top Shelf Bottom Shelf Aluminum Reveals
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